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I.
When I became acquainted with them, “the famous English dance
troupe,” they were without an engagement. Makói introduced me to them
and jokingly remarked that I would be able to get them in somewhere.
A young man was already with them; next to the table was a
champagne bucket and the gypsy fawningly playing from afar. The girls
gathered around with exuberant gaiety and discombobulated me with a
hundred questions. Whom did I know? Which manager? Where could
I get them in? And the eldest snatched up her small handbag, took out
photographs in which the costumed, sparkling troupe shone forth.
In the heat of the moment I did not dare to admit how little I
had to do with artistes and furthermore that I hadn’t any connections
that would be useful to them. I only made excuses with exaggerated, but
completely understandable modesty.
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Their passionate desire for an engagement was at last set to rest,
the unknown young man became my good friend and the revelry flowed
back into its previous quietly merry channel. On that evening I didn’t
talk a lot, although, to judge by their behaviour, it was apparent that
the girls accorded me special attention. This was a little worrisome, but
then I began to pay attention to them with decidedly intensifying cheer.
I soon knew that there was absolutely nothing English about them, and
that only Annie understood a little English, I liked Annie the best and
to my good fortune she fell to me, because Makói was with Clara, and
Sáros, the young man who was already seated, occupied himself with
Mary. As far as I could see, they were on very good terms.
Annie seemed like a cheerful and talkative girl. She was the
smallest and the youngest. Still, she, as well as Clara, doted on Mary,
the middle one. Annie was always smiling, her forehead exuded clarity while her hair gave off a fresh scent. In those days I would soon get
slightly worse for drink and at such times would become quite happy.
Now as well, after a couple of glasses, I sat so cheerfully that my face
strained from the self-satisfied smile fixed onto it. Annie’s chin jutted
forward so provocatively, her face flushed so red, that I would have
loved to take a bite out of her. However, I guarded the sweet thought
and looked at the other two girls with the pleasure of concealed appraisal. Makói had a disgusting habit of drinking nothing but champagne; the next two glasses stoked me up still higher and already I
began to fear I would misbehave. As I remember, Annie slapped my
hand away three times. Clara’s narrow oval face, her small blonde
curls dangling on her forehead, her longish nose, very thin mouth and
pointed chin made an unpleasant impression on me. Drunk as I was
I could somehow only imagine her as an old woman with a thousand
wrinkles on her withered face, and shuddering, I was wryly surprised
that that ass Makói was wooing such an old prune. I turned my gaze
from them and marvelled at Annie. What a charming, incomparably
sweet little woman. As I glanced at Mary, I was actually taken aback.
They, she and Sáros, submerged themselves in one another with such
drunken enthusiasm and with eyes so inflamed, that perhaps they
hadn’t been drinking from just one glass when they clinked glasses
with us, but from five. I grew serious and with uncertain hands I kept
swirling the champagne, the little pearls danced wildly in the whirl,
they jostled upwards, the small stirred spoon clinked sharply. These
two must love each other.

“Aren’t you drunk?” I asked Annie with curiosity.
“By no means,” whispered Annie. “I’m just happy,” and she
flicked my nose.
“Very happy?” I inquired enthusiastically and I caught her wrist,
at which she laughed with bubbling, sibilant gaiety. I myself couldn’t
resist this laughter and giggled along with her. From that moment we
laughed at everything. The gypsy suddenly looked like a barrel, golden
chains around its staves. I called some ladies cows as a joke. I think I
must have been seriously drunk, because on hearing the word “nosy”
I laughed so hard that my eyes started tearing, and I wasn’t even able
to tell Annie what I was guffawing about. Later we accompanied them
home. 30 Liget Street, echoed in my head.
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II.
I didn’t see the troupe for a while after that. Nor did I run into Makói.
I didn’t think about them. In retrospect, however, it seems to me that
at the Octogon,* taking the streetcar home, I once saw Mary and Sáros
in the jostle, with arms around each other, laughing at the crowd, their
faces shining with happiness and the secure feeling of belonging to each
other. But being in a rush I only wondered about their familiar faces for
a moment and so did not realize who they were. But that was a good
while ago, perhaps two or three months back.
A few days later I passed by the Royal** when unexpectedly
among the photographs the three familiar faces flashed at me and the
posters suddenly glittered with little ballerina skirts, snowy pink legs,
and the sweet charm of the three girls’ heads. It really was them:
MARY, ANNIE, CLARA
! 3 SISTERS 3 !
THE WONDERFUL ENGLISH DANCE TROUPE.
I decided then and there to look them up and renew the old
acquaintance. I didn’t succeed. I received a telegram that I would have
to go away on official business; later some relatives arrived; then I didn’t
feel well and that condition dragged on for about two weeks, meanwhile,
however, it was constantly running through me that finally I should go,
finally I should go, until finally I did get there.
Annie was still the old charmer; Clara smiled rather affectedly,
and it was on their own like this, that it became apparent that she was the
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head of the family, the nurturing, doting one, but I scarcely recognized
Mary. Her face was shrunken, her eyes downcast, her mouth as if narrowed
and her glance was so strange, absent-minded, that my heart constricted.
“How are you, Mary? Mary?” I asked with an anxiety not even
entirely comprehensible to myself.
“Oh, I’m all right,” she said and something of a fearsome beauty
spread over her face as a faint smile shone upon it.
Annie nudged me under the table. I looked at her. She made a
sign for silence. I was surprised. She pressed a small note into my hand.
“Tomorrow afternoon at five by the Memorial.” I was a little indignant:
why didn’t she wait for me to extort this rendezvous? But my vanity
immediately overcame my astonishment. She wants to meet with me.
With me! And all evening long I flirted with the next day. The girls
spoke about their contract, about life abroad, about their acquaintances,
asked some questions about Makói, at which point Sáros came to mind:
Well, where is that black-haired boy? Annie immediately knew who
was meant and looked alarmed. Also horrified, Clara threw back her
head, warning me with wide open eyes, and looked at Mary, who with
downcast eyes, absent-mindedly fiddled with her napkin. I still hadn’t
come to my senses: “What’s going on? Why?” Annie shoved my leg, reproachful that she always had to remind me (and I began to feel shame
at this myself) and with ebbing enthusiasm related how they had starved
in Brno, how very badly they had eaten, and they were there for three
weeks, but that they had still managed to spend 1200 crowns of their
savings just for meals. Imagine! I imagined it in my discomfort and felt
weighed down by the forced cheer.
Later a railroad official came to the table, bringing Mary flowers and sugar. We introduced ourselves. The girls must have known him
well for a long time, because all they discussed were household matters. The official apologized that the coal could not be delivered that day,
but there was no one at the co-operative. They should let him know
again if they needed more lard and he went on about trivial matters
that didn’t interest me nor, I noticed, Annie. Mary continued to sit solemnly, only Clara brightened up a little, despite the fact that the railroad man was evidently paying court to Mary addressing her in a gentle,
respectful tone.
I was fired up about the next day and felt uncomfortable. I didn’t
believe that the evening would bring anything new that was any good,
at most yet more awkwardness and excuses. I leaned towards Annie.

“Who is he?”
“Her fiancé!” and raised a precautionary finger to her mouth.
Aha, her fiancé! It dawned on me and I regarded them. The fiancé
was what one would consider a “good-looking” young man. His small,
black, curly moustache was the focal point of his face and his other,
rather less sympathetic features branched out from it. And yet the face
as a whole, his ordinary forehead, neither too high, nor too low, assured
one of some tranquil goodness.
The veins showed through Mary’s wan skin, branching out on
her temples like crestfallen, hazy saplings and shrubs emerging from
some fog. The large, crimson mouth glowing on her pale face and the
clear blue of her eyes flooded me. A regal, beautiful woman, I mused,
and a chill ran through me. I looked at my dear Annie and sunshine and
blonde gold showered me intoxicatingly.
“What about Sáros?” I asked.
Annie became serious. She encircled her left ring finger with
the fingertips of her right hand.
“Married!”
The light-bulb finally lit up in my head. Now I understood:
Sáros abandoned Mary, who is still in love with him. Does this explain this evening’s alarm-bells and sheltering gestures? The wound
still aches. “Now I understand,” I nodded repeatedly. “I understand
completely.”
But none of this was amusing. I was a bit bored. If I conversed
with my dear little Annie, Clara looked at us so intently and earnestly,
that the possibility of any kind of closeness, hand-holding, caressing,
was excluded. This was annoying. After all they’re only dancers—
I thought to myself, and we’re at the Royal, in a booth. Well, what do
you expect?—And the drunken vision of an old woman rose up again.
You old prune, jealous …? I fumed. If Annie’s mouth hadn’t been so provocative, flaming with so much passion, the promise of so much pleasure,
I would have gone home long ago. But then the following day came to
mind and the possibilities of our walk home ….
“Annie, have you ever read ‘Annabel Lee’? Poe wrote it, a beautiful poem.”
“No, no. Bring it along, Sanyi, will you bring it?”
“I will, I will. Tomorrow at five o’clock,” I forced my words
through my teeth so that Clara would suspect nothing. I don’t know if
she heard me. Not even her eyes showed any reaction.
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“Oh, let’s go home already!” whined Mary and then she stretched
with pursed lips and fluttering eyes. “Let’s go!”
Annie was in white, from head to toe. From her fluffed up fur
only the tip of her nose appeared with merciless cheer. Why are the others here? Oh, to take her in my arms! To rush away! I shivered at the
thought that I must take the lead with Annie. How could I avoid it?
“Onward, youngsters!” I commanded with a smile and pushed
Mary and the railroad man with two hands to the fore. Clara? Ah, she’ll
remain with us anyway. My head drooped: there’s no cure for death. I took
Clara’s and Annie’s arms. Clara was a bit reluctant. Annie’s hand reposed
in my mine—I glanced sideways carefully: did her sister notice?—and
impatiently, with finger-wringing excitement, I twisted, curled, clasped,
and fondled her fingers within mine; unforgettable sweetness.
“Poor Annie Lee,” I murmured and my hand slipped out of hers
and flitted about beneath the fur in happy ardour and I felt the silk of
her blouse and the velvet of her skin—Annie, Annie … I became aware
of the cool left side and began also to squeeze and knead Clara’s hand.
Ahead of us Mary tottered peculiarly with her fiancé: they were
also arm in arm, but at times Mary would pull an arm away, which would
then swing up wildly. The stars glittered frigidly, the moon twinkled.
“Clara!” Mary turned back to her, “come here a moment,” and
they stopped. The girl went forward. They were right at the corner.
We’ll have to turn the corner. Trembling, we slowed down. I was almost
angry with myself for being so excited and I vibrated with the useless
counter-argument: “she’s only a dancer,” “she’s only a dancer,” “she’s
only …” As her white skirts gleamed before the edge of the dark house,
I swooped down to her mouth and not knowing what came over me,
I thought I’d go crazy if I had to end this kiss. Languidly, reeling, I saw
the pleasure smouldering in the girl, and was astonished, in the white
heat of my passion, to feel her breast against my chest. Suddenly she
pulled her mouth away from mine; like a light flickering out—Ann–ie
—I caught my breath and she rushed ‘round the corner after the others,
dragging me helplessly after her.
“Sanyi, come on!” She pulled me with emotion, almost sobbing
—“come on—do you love me?” Why didn’t you come earlier?

flickered at the end of the row of trees; then she seemed to appear by
the side of the museum, behind the narrow bridge, perhaps she was the
veiled lady? Trembling, my illusory glance rushed to and fro about the
darkening landscape. It’s so sad when one is duped.
Growing numb, I rambled among the trees alongside the
Memorial. I made excuses for Annie and consoled myself. Surely Clara had
not let her leave. Or visitors had come just then, or God knows what else?
Annie would have come, would come, surely, only some important
matter detains her. But is this really true? I was frightened and began to
shiver with cold. She had stood me up.
In the evening I hung around the Royal. My pride wrestled with
my feverish blood. I went in. On the stage, in the brilliance of the splendid, magnificent lighting danced the three sisters. Annie, the girlish adolescent, moved stiffly and earnestly, pulsating between her older sisters,
her gestures mimicking those of a woman. My eyes teared up. Stirred up
and furious, I went out for my overcoat. I wanted to punish myself for
this weakness. Despondent, my head swimming, I went home.
For two days I didn’t look in their direction. I worked restlessly.
I wrote, I read without pause. In the evening it came to me that I hadn’t
understood the book. The unintelligible lines sailed away from my eyes
and I would have to recommence each sentence four times so that it
wouldn’t slip, wouldn’t drop from my brain. Later I went to dinner with
my mother. But I must have been very distracted, because all I can recall
is that I suddenly jumped up and took leave of my greatly surprised
mother, dashing off to the Royal.
Four young men sat at the girls’ table. I was taken aback and
circled around Annie’s blonde head distractedly, but I didn’t want to
mingle with so many strangers. Annie caught sight of me and hurried
over to me with a joyful mien. I stammered something; I didn’t like
the newcomers and quickly passed on to the burning question: Where
was she the day before yesterday? Why hadn’t she come? The girl grew
serious and pursing her lips as if about to whine, stammered some lie,
I no longer even know what sweet nothings. I was happy, but also
excited and nervous, I couldn’t find my bearings. I was loath to converse
standing there among the tables, but I couldn’t sit down with them,
I hated the unfamiliar faces so much. I also heard her mention that she
would have notified me, but she didn’t know my address. I drew out
a card and next to the address I added my telephone number. I said
goodbye and bolted like a half-wit. I think I was feverish, but this
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III.
I was at the Memorial at five o’clock. I waited for her until half past five.
She didn’t come. Yet hope penetrated the despair and anger. Her form
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fever was pure, one that enhanced reason and intensified my senses.
The scene of the two girls and four young men sitting at the table was fixed
clearly in my consciousness. Mary leaned with resignation towards the
sleek, stylish young man, who—face frozen—feasted his eyes on them.
Clara stared worriedly and ignored the chattering, muscular youth
whose weight nearly crushed the chair. The other two regarded Annie
and me with the inane smile of the disappointed. The whole room
etched itself sharply into my vision with its overflowing, foamy beer,
gaping mouths and fluttering waiters; the definitively outlined pattern
of a colourful kaleidoscope.
On the stairs I sensed that Annie, offended and on the verge of
tears, stared at me dumbfounded. The sight of her dear blue eyes burned
shame onto my face. I had never regarded her more warmly or with
such intense longing and I beat my head at the thought that I would
abandon the one I love the most in such a stupid manner. Even the cold
wind couldn’t bring me to my senses. My face burning, I hurried over
the bridge, ghostly reflections of the lamplights undulating down below,
and groaning, sighing, I threw myself on my bed.
The next day at three in the afternoon she telephoned me.
I should bring along the poem this evening, the Ann Lee. “Couldn’t we
meet this afternoon,” I asked? “No, no,” and her voice sounded uncertain through the receiver. “Oh, why not?” I badgered, I insisted. “No,
no, it’s not possible. But you’ll bring it this evening? You’ll come, won’t
you?” she purred. I promised. But I wasn’t able to go after all. I called
for a messenger boy and sent the poem to her. But in the meantime I
became completely delirious. Annie reeled before my eyes, a monotone orchestra clattered within me, this is no joke! I was panicking, this
is no joke. I applied a cold compress to my head, I shivered feverishly,
tomorrow I’d go to the doctor. By morning I had calmed down. By noon
a tormenting restlessness came over me again. “Annie, Annie, Annie,
Annie,” I murmured, trying to soothe myself with the thought of her
face, her snow-white body. 30 Liget Street—the afternoon swirled
around me in eddies, but it was simply not possible to leave the office.
Important work was stacked on my desk. The mass of numbers, the
repetitious pages managed to narcotize me. Around six o’clock I was
called to the telephone.
“Annie?” my heart stopped beating.
“Come. Mary drank sublimate. We’ve already called the
ambulance!” she cried into my ear.

“Sublimate?” I stared into the dark mouthpiece, but the other
apparatus had already clicked. She was gone.
The tram churned, clattered. As if carried by some icy channel
hurling its dreadful flood at me, choking, gasping for breath, incapable
of thinking I arrived at the house. The ambulance was already there.
A crowd was around it.
A small, dark foyer. From within, from the bedroom, gurgling,
splashing fragments of sound poured out. Through the open kitchen
door to the left a crystalline flow of water from the open tap. Before me,
something like a bathroom. The door burst open. An ambulance man
came out with a basin. Annie beside him with red eyes.
“My God, my God!” she greeted me wailing.
In the bedroom’s mire, the ambulance doctor’s cap glimmered
bluish. Next to the window, a sewing machine, in front of it on a small
chair was Mary, on the floor a pink bucket. The doctor stood next to
her, a red rubber hose in one hand, the other holding the poor girl’s
sunken head. Anxiously I drew back, the ambulance man went in, Annie
remained outside with me.
“The poor thing is having her fourth stomach lavage,” and she
began to sob. “Imagine, in the afternoon she dissolved twelve tablets and
drank them. We didn’t notice. Around four o’clock she began to feel dizzy
and fell on the sofa. “What’s wrong? What’s with you?” we asked, but
she just said, nothing. Her voice was but a whisper by then. Her throat
was completely consumed. At half past four she became very ill and in
the bathroom Clara chanced upon the jar, its bottom completely red.
Then we instantly saw what she had drunk. Oh no, what shall we do?” She
began to wail without any transition. “Oh dear Sanyi, what a way to meet!”
The icy flood kept gushing within me, already racing through
my throat. And not a word about why?
“I’ll go to the Charité and get a bed for her!” I said and was
already giddy from the acrid, salty damp that slicked my forehead.
An hour later she was at the hospital.
“She went down to the car on her own two feet,” Annie whispered.
“She didn’t allow us to carry her.”
Clara didn’t say a word. She sat there at the head of the bed and
looked at Mary’s colourless, convulsed face distorted in pain.
“I really want to live!” she breathed.
She couldn’t talk, the sublimate had completely ruined her larynx. “I really want to live!”
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We were quiet and looked at each other surreptitiously.
“I can’t bear this!”
I went out into the corridor with Annie. Clara looked at us
aghast. We stood in the large bay window. She pressed her head against
my chest and her trembling, twitching little breast kept beating against
my arm. I nervously caressed, calmed her and my body burned.
“That wretch! … Sáros … son of a bitch … rascal!” she was crying.
Yes. Sáros. Or me! … I thought to myself. Truly we were
despicable.
Clara opened the door. I blushed. We went in on tiptoes. Mary
was talking in a confused way. Clara choked back her tears. I saw that
her eyes were bleary.
“Now my feet are getting cold!” panicked Mary. “The … now
my legs … oh … now my stomach … now my…”
She flung her head back into the pillow. Clara caressed and
stroked her.
“Nonsense! You’ll be all right. Even the doctor said that everything is fine now.”
Mary breathed deeply and painfully.
Annie turned her tearful eyes to me and I thought of Sáros’ cold,
sharp-featured face when I first met him. What sort of coldness was it
then? I asked her as if in trance. He just mirrored the girl’s happiness.
I hung my head. What was I doing here? I looked at Annie,
the picture of devotion, and the other two “dancers,” one struggling
with death and the other a haggard old maid. I was afraid of them.
Ungrateful girls! They pay for love with death. And I was afraid of
Annie, too.
I slunk out of the room and ran down the corridor so quickly
that I became dizzy at the confluence of the disappearing and reappearing glare of the windows. I stopped a moment on the street and
pondered: what? why? The railroad official—oh, helpless fiancé!—his
drawn, frightened face shocked me as he stormed past. I threw myself
into a tram and I let my head, my tired, tortured head bounce, rattle
along with the flickering coach.
The next day I read that Mary had died. Since then I have not
met with the girls. Once Annie telephoned. I wanted to go to the telephone, but on the way my legs failed me and became so heavy that I
had to sit down and like a coward, trembling, I had them telephone her
back that I was no longer in this office.
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